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GP TECH SUIT
AUTORACING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Ultra-lightweight 3-layer Nomex® construction with highly 
breathable panel inserts. -- Full floating arm design constructed with knit fabric for freedom of movement. –- 
Alpinestars innovative technology gives ultra-lightweight comfort with exclusive elastic fabric for fit and flexibility. 
--   Formula 1 derived anatomical stretch panels in back, lower back, crotch and knee zones providing greater 
flexibility and superior fit, both in and out the car. – Advanced mesh fabric in torso sides, arms and legs to aid body 
heat transfer and moisture absorption. -- Form fitting suit with engineered torso shaping and adjustable waist belt 
for performance and fit adjustability. -- Soft collar with knit fabric for supreme comfort – Pre-shaped arm and leg 
pattern to give dedicated driving profile for improved ergonomics. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuff closure.  -– Side 
pockets. – Alpinestars exclusive shoulder epaulette construction providing easy extraction system.

335 40 13 32
RED WHITE

335 40 13 192
SILVER WHITE

335 40 13  72
BLUE WHITE

335 40 13 146
ANTHRACITE GRAY

335 40 13 195
SILVER YELLOW FLUO
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GP PRO SUIT
AUTORACING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. – Innovative 3-layer construction with lightweight PBI inner 
layer for enhanced fire/heat protection. -- Alpinestars exclusive elastic lightweight material improves comfort 
and makes the suit well fitted and supremely light. -- Anatomical stretch panels on lower back and torso sides for 
unrestricted movement and improved breathability. – Engineered close fitting profile with adjustable waist belt for 
racing performance. -- Full floating arm, knit fabric, construction for freedom of movement. -- Adjustable collar. 
-- Mesh PBI/Nomex® lining. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuffs closure -– Side pockets – Alpinestars exclusive shoulder 
epaulette construction.

335 2013 137
BLACK RED SILVER

335 2013  19
SILVER

335 2013 12
BLACK WHITE
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STELLA GP PRO SUIT
WOMEN’S AUTORACING

SIZE:38-50 EUR

Specifically designed for women drivers with Alpinestars unique, female form fit shaping to ensure driving comfort. 
-- Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. – Innovative 3-layer construction with lightweight PBI inner 
layer for enhanced fire/heat protection. -- Alpinestars exclusive elastic lightweight material improves comfort 
and fit and makes it supremely light. -- Anatomical stretch panels on lower back and torso sides for unrestricted 
movement and improved breathability. – Engineered close fitting profile with adjustable waist belt for racing 
performance. -- Full floating arm, knit fabric, construction for freedom of movement. -- Adjustable collar. -- Mesh 
PBI/Nomex® lining. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuffs closure -– Side pockets – Alpinestars exclusive shoulder epaulette 
construction.

336 0013 19
SILVER

336 0013 139
BLACK PINK
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GP RACE SUIT
AUTORACING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR

Certified to FIA 8856-2000. -- Advanced 3 layer construction. -- 100% Aramidic fiber outer layer provides excellent 
resistance to heat. -- Twin Aramidic fiber based lining layers for maximum heat transfer protection. -- Anatomical 
arm, leg and torso paneling patterned for optimum driving position fit. -- Aramidic fiber reinforced elasticized lower 
back for unrestricted movement. -- Floating back arm construction for freedom of movement. -- Internal flat seams 
reduce pressure points. -- Close-fitting design and adjustable collar and belted waist for precise fit. -- Shoulder 
epaulette for effective extraction of driver in event of a crash. -- Ribbed, stretchable wrist and foot cuffs. -- Thigh 
pockets.

3355014 10
BLACK

3355014 197
SILVER BLUE

3355014 191
SILVER BLACK

3355014 31
RED BLACK

3355014 156
BLACK ORANGE FLUO
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GP START SUIT
AUTORACING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR  (BLACK VERSION SIZE 44-64 EUR) 

3355514 198
SILVER RED  

3355514 719
BLUE SILVER 

3355514 10
BLACK

Certified to FIA 8856-2000. -- Advanced 2 layer construction. -- 100% Aramidic fiber outer layer provides excellent 
resistance to heat. -- Aramidic fiber based lining for maximum heat transfer protection. -- Anatomical arm and leg 
paneling patterned for optimum driving position fit. -- Internal flat seams reduce pressure points. -- Close-fitting 
design and adjustable collar and belted waist for precise fit. -- Shoulder epaulette for effective extraction of driver 
in event of a crash. -- Ribbed, stretchable wrist and foot cuffs. -- Thigh pockets.
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K-MX 1 KART SUIT
KART RACING
SIZE: 44-60 EUR

335 1013 140
BLACK ANTHRACITE

335 1013 312
RED BLACK WHITE

335 1013 195
SILVER YELLOW FLUO

Complies with the CIK FIA Level2 homologation. -- Soft fabric finish for comfort, designed for a close performance 
racing fit. -- Lightweight cordura construction for highly abrasion resistant outer layer. -- Mesh panels positioned 
on back of collar, top of shoulders, under arms, wrists and seat area for maximum ventilation. –- Comfortable, 
resistant and breathable, advanced Poly blend full mesh lining -- Elasticated gusset in upper back panel for 
enhanced freedom of movement -- Full floating arms for enhanced driving performance. -- Lumbar accordion panel 
for improved stretch fit in driving position. -- Elastic foot loops for secure fit. -- Knitted wrist and ankle cuffs. –- 
Alpinestars exclusive shoulder epaulette construction. -- Adjustable collar. 
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KART RACING SIZE: 40-60 EUR
YOUTH KART RACING SIZE: 120-150CM

Complies with the CIK FIA Level 2 homologation standard. -- High performance nylon outer layer. -- Mesh panels 
positioned on top of shoulders, armpits and seat area for ventilation. -- Fully floating arm constructed from knit 
fabric for greater mobility. -- Comfortable poly-mesh lining around the torso. -- Stretch inserts around the lumbar 
area for enhanced flexibility while in and out of the kart. -- Knitted wrist and ankle cuffs. -- Shoulder epaulettes. 
-- Adjustable collar. -- Adjustable waist belt allows a customized fit. -- 2 flat pockets.

335 5014 1056
BLACK ORANGE FLUO

335 3012 149
ANTHRACITE SILVER RED

335 3012 159
BLACK SILVER YELLOW FLUO

335 3012 72
BLUE WHITE

335 3012 193
SILVER ANTHRACITE RED

K-MX 5 KART SUIT
K-MX 5 S YOUTH KART SUIT

YOUTH 335 3513 149
ANTHRACITE SILVER RED

YOUTH 335 3513 159
BLACK SILVER YELLOW FLUO
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KART RACING SIZE: 40-60 EUR
YOUTH KART RACING SIZE: 120-150CM

High quality technical  suit for entry and intermediate level racers, combining a comfortable fit with a sleek design 
and Alpinestars exclusive performance features. -- CIK FIA Level2 homologation. -- 3 layer construction. -- Outer 
shell: Twill Oxford Polyester. -- Inner liner (torso area): cotton toweling. -- Inner liner (arms and legs): polyester mesh. 
-- Mesh panels positioned under armpits for greater ventilation. -- Semi-floating (3/4) shoulder gusset construction 
with Lycra providing improved freedom of movement. -- Lumbar stretch panel for greater flexibility and a flat 
profile. -- Knitted wrist and ankle cuff finishing. -- Shoulder epaulettes. -- Adjustable neck collar. -- Waist belt for 
adaptable fit adjustment. -- 2 flat pockets. -- Astar zipper puller.

K-MX 9 KART SUIT
K-MX 9 S YOUTH KART SUIT

335 600 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

335 600 156
BLACK ORANGE FLUO

335 600 12
BLACK WHITE

335 600 32
RED WHITE

335 600 21
WHITE BLACK

335 600 72
BLUE WHITE

YOUTH 335 6511 12
BLACK WHITE

YOUTH 335 6511 32
RED WHITE
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Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Innovative Nomex® and flame resistant cotton lined construction ensures 
optimal temperature control for maximum comfort and feel. -- Grip treatment on palm designed with slash dot pattern for improved feel. 
-- Alpinestars exclusive internal 3D injected pattern actively improves comfort and grip while driving. -- External seams for superior comfort 
and feel. -- Strategically positioned textured Pittards® leather palm and finger patches with silicone printing provide maximum feel, grip 
and impact dissipation.  -- Pre-curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching. -- Reinforced cross stitching on 
finger forchettes prevents material twisting. -- Alpinestars exclusive cuff opening design with black Velcro® closure flap.

TECH 1-ZX GLOVE

355 0112 115
COOL GRAY

355 0112 70
BLUE

355 0112 30
RED

355 0112 23
WHITE RED

355 0112 10
BLACK

3550014 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO 

3550014 197
SILVER BLUE

3550014 31
RED BLACK

3550014 156
BLACK ORANGE FLUO 

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Innovative Nomex® and flame resistant cotton lined construction ensures 
optimal temperature control for maximum comfort and feel. -- Grip treatment on palm designed with slash dot pattern for improved feel. 
-- Alpinestars exclusive internal 3D injected pattern actively improves comfort and grip while driving. -- External seams for superior comfort 
and feel. -- Strategically positioned textured Pittards® leather palm and finger patches with silicone printing provide maximum feel, grip 
and impact dissipation.  -- Pre-curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching. -- Reinforced cross stitching on 
finger forchettes prevents material twisting. -- Alpinestars exclusive cuff opening design with black Velcro® closure flap.

TECH 1-Z GLOVE

AUTORACING
SIZE: S-2XL

AUTORACING
SIZE: S-2XL

INTERNAL 3D MASSAGING PRINT
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Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Nomex® main construction with fire resistant lining. -- Single panel top 
construction. -- Pre-curved fingers and palm help reduce fatigue while driving. -- Foam knuckle padding. -- Wrist padding for added comfort. 
-- Silicone treatment on fingers and palm improves grip and feel. -- Elasticized wrist band closure ensures a secure fit.

TECH 1 RACE GLOVE

355 1013 21
WHITE BLACK

355 1013 12
BLACK WHITE

355 1013 72
BLUE WHITE

355 1013 32
RED WHITE

355 1013 551
YELLOW FLUO BLACK

AUTORACING
SIZE: S-2XL

FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard compliant.-- Nomex® main construction with fire resistant lining. -- Single panel top construction. 
-- Contoured suede palm patch improves grip and feel. -- Elasticized wrist for a secure fit.

TECH 1 START GLOVE
AUTORACING
SIZE: S-2XL

3551514 70
BLUE

3551514 10
BLACK

3551514 10
BLACK

3551514 30
RED
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2 layer stretch poly-cotton construction. -- Grip treatment on palm designed with slash dot pattern for improved feel. -- Alpinestars ex-
clusive internal 3D injected pattern actively improves comfort and grip while driving. -- External seams for superior comfort and feel. 
-- Strategically positioned textured synthetic leather patches and silicone printing provide maximum feel, grip and impact dissipation. 
-- Pre-curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching. -- Revised thumb construction for superior comfort. -- Al-
pinestars exclusive cuff opening design with distinctive black Velcro® closure flap.

TECH 1-KX GLOVE
KART RACING

SIZE: S-2XL

INTERNAL 3D MASSAGING PRINT

355 1812 125
BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO

355 1812 72
BLUE WHITE

355 1812 32
RED WHITE

355 1812 23
WHITE RED

355 1812 152
GRAY WHITE

YELLOW FLUO

355 1812 147 
ANTHRACITE GREEN 

355 1812 1056
BLACK ANTHRACITE

FLUO ORANGE

2 layer stretch poly-cotton construction. -- Grip treatment on palm designed with slash dot pattern for improved feel. -- Ergonomically 
positioned synthetic leather patches on the palm and fingers are backed with memory foam for enhanced grip and shock dissipation. -- 
Padded knuckle protection. -- Pre-curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching. -- Straight-cut cuff with Velcro® 
wrist closure for a secure fit. 

TECH 1-K GLOVE
KART RACING

SIZE: S-2XL

355 0012 31
RED BLACK

355 0012 12
BLACK WHITE

355 0012 115
COOL GRAY
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355 2012 32
RED WHITE

355 2012 21
WHITE BLACK

355 2012 72
BLUE WHITE

355 2012 12
BLACK WHITE

355 2012 166
BLACK GREEN YELLOW

355 2012 136
BLACK  RED YELLOW

Lightweight, Spandex mesh construction for enhanced comfort in warm weather conditions -- Pre-curved finger and palm design aids 
fit while reducing material bunching. -- Single panel construction on the top of hand with integrated padded knuckle. -- Open mesh four-
chettes for superior air flow. -- Single layer suede palm for maximum feel. -- Discreet internal seams. -- Silicone treatment on fingers and 
palm improves grip and feel. -- Elasticized wrist band closure ensures a secure fit.

TECH 1-K RACE GLOVE
KART RACING
SIZE: S-2XL

355 2713 12
BLACK WHITE

355 2713 32
RED WHITE

Youth specific design, sizing and fit -- Lightweight, Spandex mesh construction for enhanced comfort in warm weather conditions -- Pre-
curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching for improved driving comfort and sensibility. -- Single panel 
construction on the top of hand with integrated padded knuckle protection. -- Open mesh fourchettes for superior air flow. -- Single layer 
suede palm for maximum feel. -- Discreet internal seams. -- Silicone treatment on fingers and palm improves grip and feel. -- Elasticized 
wrist band closure ensures a secure fit.

TECH 1-K RACE S GLOVE
KART RACING
SIZE: S-2XL





Water resistant softshell top and wrist cuff. –- Fleece liner for warmth and comfort -- Palm constructed of advanced rubber for maximum 
grip in wet conditions -- Anatomical palm side-seam for precise fit and sensitivity. -- Pre-curved finger construction for reduced fatigue 
and precision fit. -- Printed logos prevent thread puncture holes. -- Elasticated and Velcro® wrist closure for a personalized fit and greater 
protection.

TEMPEST GLOVE
WET WEATHER KART RACING
SIZE: S-2XL

Multipurpose/Mechanics Gloves. -- Synthetic Suede palm and reinforcements. -- Padded knuckle and palm. -- Lightweight and breathable 
spandex back. -- Velcro wrist closure.

MECH PRO GLOVE
MULTIPURPOSE / KART RACING
SIZE: S-3XL

Lightweight Multipurpose / Mechanics Gloves. -- Synthetic Suede palm. -- Padded knuckle. -- Lycra fourchette panels. -- Lightweight and 
breathable spandex back. -- Terry thumb wiper. -- Stretch wrist opening.

MECH AIR GLOVE
MULTIPURPOSE / MECHANICS GLOVE
SIZE: S-3XL

355 1812 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

355 2113 31
RED BLACK

355 2113 71
BLUE BLACK

355 2113 105
BLACK COOL GRAY

355 2513 901
COOL GRAY BLACK

355 2513 106
BLACK GRAY
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TOP 475 4012 20 WHITE
BOTTOM 475 4112 20 WHITE

TOP 475 4012 10 BLACK
BOTTOM 475 4112 10 BLACK

New ZX underwear series developed using an innovative flame resistant technology developed by Alpine-
stars. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Special material formulation is more 
breathable and has better elastic properties than standard Nomex. -- Lightweight, seamless construc-
tion. -- Fabric is extremely soft to the touch for enhanced comfort. -- Lenzing FR® is a special natural vis-
cose fiber with unique thermal insulation and permanent flame resistance properties that help prevent 
heat stress and heat stroke.

ZX TOP / BOTTOM
TECH LAYER

SIZE: XS/S-M/L-XL/2XL

Advanced underwear series developed using an innovative flame resistant technology developed by 
Alpinestars. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Special material formulation 
offers a higher breathability performance than standard Nomex. -- Lightweight construction. -- Super 
soft fabric offers soft touch feel for enhanced comfort. -- Lenzing FR® material is a special natural 
viscose fiber with unique thermal insulation and permanent flame resistance properties that help 
prevent heat stress and heat stroke. -- Relaxed fit. -- Tall collar for improved protection.

RACE TOP / BOTTOM
TECH LAYER

SIZE: S-2XL

TOP 475 4013 20 WHITE
BOTTOM 475 4113 20 WHITE

TOP 475 4013 10 BLACK
BOTTOM 475 4113 10 BLACK
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Advanced underwear series developed using an innovative flame resistant technology developed by 
Alpinestars. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Special material formulation 
offers a higher breathability performance than standard Nomex. -- Lightweight construction. -- Super 
soft fabric offers soft touch feel for enhanced comfort. -- Lenzing FR® material is a special natural 
viscose fiber with unique thermal insulation and permanent flame resistance properties that help 
prevent heat stress and heat stroke. -- Relaxed fit. -- Tall collar for improved protection.

KX WINTER TOP / BOTTOM
TECH LAYER
SIZE: 2XS/XS - S/M - L/XL - 2XL/3XL

TOP 475 6012 10 BLACK
BOTTOM 475 6112 10 BLACK

Polypropylene fabric main construction. -- Engineered for superior body temperature regulation. -- Hy-
poallergenic, anti-static and heat resistant fiber blend ensures high levels of comfort throughout the 
life of the product. -- Aggressively profiled, well fitted cut helps reduce muscle fatigue. -- Hydrophobic 
construction for excellent breathability and moisture wicking performance to help keep the body cool 
and dry.

KX LS TOP / KX SS TOP
KX BOTTOM

TECH LAYER
SIZE: 2XS/XS - S/M - L/XL - 2XL/3XL

LONG SLEEVE  475 6212 10 BLACK
SHORT SLEEVE  475 6312 10 BLACK

BOTTOM 475 6712 10 BLACK
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New ZX underwear series developed using an innovative, Alpinestars developed, flame resistant technology. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation 
standard. -- Special material formulation  provides increased breathability and improved stretch performance than standard Nomex. -- Lightweight, 
seamless fabric base with flat seam design to reduce pressure points. -- Super soft fabric for enhanced comfort. -- Lenzing FR® material is a special natural 
viscose fiber with unique thermal insulation and permanent flame resistance properties that help prevent heat stress and heat stroke -- Double layered 
face area for extra protection. --  Mouth opening for drink tube access.

ZX BALACLAVA
TECH LAYER

SIZE: OS

475 4313 10 BLACK475 4313 20 WHITE

470 4313 10 BLACK470 4313 20  WHITE

475 4213 10 black475 4213 20 white

Advanced underwear hood developed using an innovative flame resistant technology developed by Alpinestars. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 
homologation standard. -- Special material formulation is more breathable than standard Nomex. -- Flat seam construction to reduce pressure points 
and improve strength. -- Soft touch fabric enhances comfort. -- Lenzing FR® material is a special natural viscose fiber with unique thermal insulation and 
permanent flame resistance properties that help prevent heat stress and heat stroke. -- Double layered face area for extra protection. -- Wide face aperture. 
-- Mouth opening for drink tube access.

RACE BALACLAVA
TECH LAYER

SIZE: OS

Advanced ZX underwear series socks developed using an innovative flame resistant technology developed by Alpinestars. -- Complies with FIA8856-2000 
homologation standard. -- Special material formulation offers more breathability than standard Nomex. -- Lightweight, seamless construction designed to 
reduce pressure points. -- Fabric is extremely soft to the touch and flexible for enhanced comfort. -- Lenzing FR® material is a special natural viscose fiber 
with unique thermal insulation and permanent flame resistance properties that help prevent heat stress.

ZX SOCKS
TECH LAYER

SIZE: S-XL
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FIA 8856-2000 Approved. -- Seamless construction. -- Knee length.

NOMEX SOCKS
TECH LAYER
SIZE: S-XL

470 405 10 BLACK470 405 20 WHITE

Polypropylene fabric main construction. -- Engineered for superior body temperature regulation. -- Hypoallergenic, Aanti-static and heat resistant fiber 
blend ensures high levels of comfort throughout the life of the product. -- Hydrophobic construction for excellent breathability and moisture wicking 
performance.

KX BALACLAVA
TECH LAYER
SIZE: OS

Cotton main construction. -- Ankle cut.  -- Hypoallergenic, anti-static, ag-
gressive, athletic, and adaptable fit to reduce muscle fatigue.  -- Designed 
to help maintain a constant body temperature.  -- High resistance to chem-
icals and acids.  -- Hydrophobic construction for excellent breathability 
and moisture wicking helping to keep the body cool and dry. 

KX SOCKS
TECH LAYER
SIZE: S/M-L/XL

Thermolite® fabric main construction. -- Low calf cut.  -- Designed for 
excellent breathability and moisture wicking helpiXng to keep the foot 
warm and dry.

KX WINTER SOCKS
TECH LAYER

SIZE: S/M-L/XL
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Knee  653 6111 10 blackElbow  653 6011 10 black

Lightweight elbow pads with EVA foam padding. -- Dual D-ring velcro closure. -- Hollow recess in the elbow cup improves 
driving comfort. -- Durable outer shell. 

ELBOW FOAM PADS
ACCESSORIES
SIZE: OS

Lightweight elbow pads with EVA foam padding. -- Dual D-ring velcro closure. -- Hollow recess in the elbow cup improves 
driving comfort. -- Durable outer shell. 

KNEE FOAM PADS
ACCESSORIES

SIZE: OS

High performance ergonomic rib protection designed to offer comfort and support. -- Multi-layer main body 
construction for ultimate performance. – Soft, advanced, poly lining for comfort. -- Dual density laminated 
padding, incorporating 3mm high density padding against the body for improved comfort, laminated with 4mm 
impact absorption EVA foam for effective impact protection and reduced vibration. – Fiber-glass core for impact 
energy dispersion. -- External 500D advanced poly fabric for improved abrasion resistance maintenance. -- Slim 
and light impact dispersion shield for excellent shock dissipation and durability. -- Fully adjustable, elasticated, 
front strap with snap closure for secure support and comfortable personalized fit. -- Adjustable shoulder straps 
formed with soft and breathable 3D mesh. -- Additional Velcro rear adjustment helps refine size adjustment. -- 
Perforated rear padding offers extra support and comfort

BIONIC RIB SUPPORT
ACCESSORIES

SIZE: MAN S/L - XL/3XL YOUTH: OS

653 7013 12 BLACK WHITE
YOUTH: 654 7013 12 BLACK WHITE
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  FLEECE INNER LINING AND MESH INSERTS

615 0012 12 BLACK WHITE

Lightweight, Spandex mesh construction for enhanced comfort in warm weather conditions -- Pre-
curved finger and palm design aids fit while reducing material bunching. -- Single panel construction on 
the top of hand with integrated padded knuckle. -- Open mesh fourchettes for superior air flow. -- Single 
layer suede palm for maximum feel. -- Discreet internal seams. -- Silicone treatment on fingers and palm 
improves grip and feel. -- Elasticized wrist band closure ensures a secure fit.

RAIN KART SUIT
KART RACING
SIZE: S-2XL

Lightweight polyester upper with preformed rubberized counter base. -- Accommodates a full face 
helmet. -- Mesh inserts promote moisture wicking to keep your helmet clean and dry.  -- Spacious side 
compartment. -- Fleece inner lining. -- Main carrier handle and removable shoulder belt.

FLOW HELMET BAG
ACCESSORIES
SIZE: OS
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AUTORACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR EXCLUDING SIZES: 5.5 (37.5) / 6.5 (38.5) / 11.5 (45) / 12.5 (46)

TECH 1-Z SHOE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Premium materials and construction. -- Ultra-lightweight Kangaroo leather upper construction with strategically placed perforated zones for exceptional ventilation. -- Flame resistant Nomex® lining.  -- Lateral forefoot supports for improved stability 
and protection. -- Innovative Alpinestars foot counter features multi-compound construction for maximum performance: an ergonomic, molded fireproof Polypropylene heel counter provides support and stability inside the shoe, while a flatter forefoot with die-cut ribbing provides greater feel on the pedals. 
-- Gray / Fluorescent Yellow version is fully perforated for superior ventilation performance. -- Innovative secure closure system. -- Exclusive Kevlar® speed lacing system, derived from Alpinestars MotoGP technology ensures quick, precise and secure closure. -- Single, large Velcro® ankle strap for better shoe 
stability. -- Thin tongue flap enhances comfort and helps provide a snug fit. -- High-performance sole. -- Alpinestars exclusive thin rubber compound, derived from the Formula 1 race program, is used on the outsole, providing unsurpassed levels of feel and grip. -- Lightweight, micro-porous padding around the 
heel and insole enhances comfort while driving and walking. -- Integrated ergonomic foot bed is engineered for greater feel and ensures the foot maintains a natural posture.

271 5012 23
WHITE RED

271 5012 27
WHITE BLUE

271 5012 114 
ANTHRACITE

271 5012 152 
GRAY YELLOW FLUO WHITE
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AUTORACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR EXCLUDING SIZES: 5.5 (37.5) / 6.5 (38.5) / 11.5 (45) / 12.5 (46)

TECH 1-T SHOE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Lightweight and durable full-grain leather upper with strategically placed perforated zones for enhanced cooling performance. -- Integrated Nomex® lining provides proven flame-resistance. -- Lateral forefoot supports offer improved foot stability and protection. 
-- Innovative Alpinestars foot counter features multi-compound construction for maximum performance: an ergonomic, molded fireproof Polypropylene heel counter provides support and stability inside the shoe, while a flatter forefoot with die-cut ribbing provides greater feel on the pedals. -- Gray/Black/Red version 
is fully perforated for superior ventilation performance. -- Sleek profile sole. -- Low profile ankle with single Velcro® ankle strap closure for stability. -- Innovative lace loop system designed for durability and a firm closure. -- Thin tongue flap together with thinner laces make the fit extremely comfortable and precise. 
-- Lace closure system. -- Lightweight, micro-porous padding around the heel and insole enhances comfort while driving and walking. -- Integrated ergonomic foot bed engineered for greater feel and precision. -- Alpinestars exclusive thin rubber compound outsole provides excellent feel and grip.

271 0012 72 
BLUE WHITE

271 0012 114
ANTHRACITE

271 0012 134
BLACK ORANGE WHITE

271 0012 913 
GRAY BLACK RED

271 0012 31 
RED BLACK

271 0012 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

271 0012 102
BLACK DARK GRAY WHITE
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AUTORACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR EXCLUDING SIZES: 5.5 (37.5) / 6.5 (38.5) / 11.5 (45) / 12.5 (46)

SP SHOE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Constructed from a blend of quality suede leathers for optimum comfort. -- The sharp, sleek profile is derived from Formula One to provide the best possible pedal interaction.  -- Innovative Alpinestars foot counter features multi-compound construction 
for maximum performance: an ergonomic, molded fireproof Polypropylene heel counter provides support and stability inside the shoe, while a flatter forefoot with die-cut ribbing provides greater feel on the pedals. -- Comfort and performance details. -- Ultra-lightweight, soft feel design with perforated tongue 
and lateral panels to maximize breathability. -- Soft, thin liner on the tongue and lateral panels offer improved comfort. --  F1-style sole uses Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber compound for improved pedal feel and grip in race conditions. -- Lace closure system.

271 0011 12 
BLACK WHITE

271 0011 30 
RED

271 0012 15
BLACK YELLOW

271 0011 70
BLUE
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AUTORACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 2.5-13 / CORRESPONDING TO: 34-47 EUR EXCLUDING SIZES: 3 (34.5) / 4 (35.5) / 5.5 (37.5) / 6.5 (38.5)

TECH 1-KX SHOE

Advanced hybrid construction consisting of synthetic advanced microfiber and mesh affording ultra-light weight, excellent breathability and superior feel. -- Mesh panels inserts in the tongue, heel and side of the shoe offer excellent ventilation. -- Exclusive Kevlar® speed lacing system, derived from Alpinestars 
MotoGP technology ensures quick, precise and secure closure. -- Lateral forefoot supports offer improved foot stability and protection. –- Honeycomb poly frame design integrated with the A-star logo to enhance the lateral and medial protection without compromising breathability. -- Low profile ankle 
with single Velcro® ankle strap closure for stability. -- Integrated breathable 3D mesh lining. --  Ultra-thin Formula 1 specification sole uses Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound for pedal sensitivity and grip, in both wet and dry conditions. -- Innovative Alpinestars foot counter features multi-compound 
construction for maximum performance: an ergonomic, molded Polypropylene heel counter provides support and stability inside the shoe, while a flat forefoot with die-cut ribbing provides greater feel on the pedals. . -- Lightweight, EVA padding around the heel and insole enhances comfort while driving and 
walking. 

271 2113 72 
BLUE WHITE

271 2113 123 
BLACK WHITE RED

271 2113 15 
BLACK YELLOW

271 2113 12 
BLACK WHITE
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KART RACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 2.5-13 / CORRESPONDING TO: 34-47 EUR  EXCLUDING SIZES: 3 (34.5) / 4 (35.5) / 5.5 (37.5) / 6.5 (38.5)

TECH 1-K SHOE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Constructed from a blend of quality suede leathers for optimum comfort. -- The sharp, sleek profile is derived from Formula One to provide the best possible pedal interaction.  -- Innovative Alpinestars foot counter features multi-compound construction 
for maximum performance: an ergonomic, molded fireproof Polypropylene heel counter provides support and stability inside the shoe, while a flatter forefoot with die-cut ribbing provides greater feel on the pedals. -- Comfort and performance details. -- Ultra-lightweight, soft feel design with perforated tongue 
and lateral panels to maximize breathability. -- Soft, thin liner on the tongue and lateral panels offer improved comfort. --  F1-style sole uses Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber compound for improved pedal feel and grip in race conditions. -- Lace closure system.

271 2013 241
WHITE ORANGE BLACK

271 2013 16
BLACK GREEN

271 2013 21
WHITE BLACK

271 2013 12
BLACK WHITE

271 2013 32
RED WHITE
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AUTORACING - PRODUCED SIZES: 12.5-1 CORRESPONDING TO: 30-32

TECH 1-K S SHOE

Advanced hybrid construction consisting of synthetic advanced microfiber and mesh affords ultra-light weight performance, excellent breathability and superior feel. -- Mesh panels inserted in the tongue, heel and side of the shoe offer excellent ventilation. -- Lace closure system.  -- Lateral forefoot supports 
offer improved foot stability and protection. -- Low profile ankle with single Velcro® ankle strap closure for stability. -- Integrated breathable 3D mesh lining. -- Ultra-thin Formula 1 specification sole uses Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound for pedal sensitivity and grip, in both wet and dry conditions. 
-- Lightweight, EVA padding around the heel and insole enhances comfort while driving and walking.

271 2513 32
RED WHITE

271 2513 12
BLACK WHITE
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MONTREAL SHOE
CASUAL - PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

Supple, ultra-lightweight, microfiber main construction gives comfort and long-term fit consistency in a design influenced by Alpinestars world-class Formula 1 driving shoes. -- Perforated outer panels and breathable inner mesh lining provide comfort and freshness. -- Internal toe box and heel counter are 
built into the shoe hull to provide structured form for improved comfort and fit. -- Alpinestars speed lace closure system, featuring innovative slide eyelets, provides fast, precision, adjustment and secure fit. -- Special pocket to secure the lace tip. -- Anatomically profiled advanced EVA replaceable footbed 
with Lycra provides support and comfort. --  Alpinestars exclusive, laser ablated double density sole with heal shock absorbing insert gives a high level of cushioning comfort and grip.

261 0213 10 BLACK 261 0213 23 WHITE RED 261 0213 106 BLACK GRAY
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Constructed from split suede main upper for abrasion resistance and durability.  -- Lightweight, breathable, 3D mesh forms lateral, medial and tongue panels for flexible, breathing, comfort. -- Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber outsole, featuring a dual density layered EVA midsole. -- Lace closure system 
featuring top Nylon eyelets which provide an adjustability and a secure fit. -- Breathable and lightweight mesh lining. -- Tongue and collar constructed with durable soft padding for lasting comfort. -- Internal toe box and heel counter are built into the shoe hull to provide structured form for improved comfort 
and fit. -- Replaceable, anatomically, profiled EVA foam footbed with Lycra provides excellent fit and support.

CLASSIC SHOE
CASUAL - PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

265 3013 10 BLACK 265 3013 23 WHITE RED265 3013 1000 STEALTH BLACK
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Upper made of suede and lightweight breathable mesh. Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber sole with double density EVA midsole. -- Eyelet lacing closure for easy and comfortable fit. -- Breathable and light weight meshes lining. -- Soft padding on tongue and collar for durable comfort. -- Internal toe box 
and heel counter. Replaceable, anatomically, profiled EVA foam footbed with Lycra provides excellent fit and support.

JOGGER SHOE
CASUAL - PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

265 1013 10 BLACK 265 1013 717 BLUE NAVY BLUE LIGHT GRAY
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Windproof 3 layer laminated fabric. -- Removable hood. -- Anatomic seaming. -- Ergonomic shaped sleeves. -- Hidden pass pocket. -- 
Reflective trim trim. -- Safety logic reflective. -- Back hood print.

Water-proof coated fabric. -- Water-proof taped seams. -- Adjustable hood. -- Vents under sleeves. -- Hidden pass pocket. -- Reflective trim. 
-- Safety logic. -- Reflective. -- Back hood print.

FORMULA JACKET QUALIFIER RAIN JACKET
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL

1002 11520 10
 BLACK

1002 11521 10
 BLACK
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Stretch knit fabric with. -- Breathable waffle panels. -- Anatomic seaming. -- Ergonomic shaped sleeves. -- Reflective trim. Ultra warm breathable fleece. -- Anatomic seaming. -- Reflective trim
Safety logic reflective. -- Back hood print.

PADDOCK TRACK JACKET SPEEDWAY FLEECE
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL

 1002 11522 10 
BLACK

1002 53529 10 
BLACK
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Stretch woven fabric. -- Classic button down styling. -- Anatomic seaming. -- Hidden pass pocket. -- 97% Cotton 3% lycra. Stretch woven fabric. -- Classic button down styling. -- Anatomic seaming. -- Hidden pass pocket. -- 97% Cotton 3% lycra.

AERO L/S SHIRT AERO S/S SHIRT
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL

1002 31523 10 
BLACK

1002 32524 10 
BLACK
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Performance wicking fabric. -- Ergonomic seaming. -- Classic 3 button styling. Wicking airmesh fabric. -- Modern flat bill styling. -- Flex construction. -- Reflective branding. -- 100% Polyester.

VORTEX POLO TEAM CAP
CASUAL

SIZE: S-2XL
CASUAL
S/M - L/XL

1002 41525 20 WHITE

1002 41525 300 
ALPINESTARS RED

1002 82528 30 
RED
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Ballistic texture material. -- Leather trim.

Ballistic texture material. -- Leather trim. -- Sized for world  currencies.

EXECUTIVE BELT

EXECUTIVE WALLET

ACCESSORIES
SIZE: S-XL

ACCESSORIES
SIZE: ONE SIZE

1002 93531 10 
BLACK

1002 92532 10
BLACK
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